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Abstract
The dynamic opportunistic device-to-device (DO-D2D) network will frequently emerge in the
fifth generation (5G) wireless communication due to high-density and fast-moving mobile
devices. In order to improve the Quality of Experience (QoE) of users with different
computing capacity devices in the DO-D2D network, in this paper, we focus on the study of
how to reduce the packets retransmission delay and satisfy heterogeneous devices. To select as
many devices as possible to transmit simultaneously without interference, the concurrent
transmitters-selecting algorithm is firstly put forward. It jointly considers the number of
packets successfully received by each device and the device’s connectivity. Then, to satisfy
different devices’ demands while primarily ensuring the base-layer packets successfully
received by all the devices, the layer-cooperation instantly decodable network coding is
presented, which is used to select transmission packets combination for each transmitter.
Simulation results illustrate that there is an appreciable retransmission delay gain especially in
the poor channel quality network compared to the traditional base-station (BS) retransmission
algorithm. In addition, our proposed algorithms perform well to satisfy the different demands
of users with heterogeneous devices.
Keywords: Dynamic opportunistic D2D network, heterogeneous devices, instantly
decodable network coding, maximal clique problem, retransmission
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, as the age of 5G is coming, the communication and information technologies are
advancing sharply and the variety of smart devices is expanding universally, the traffic on the
mobile network achieves explosive growth [1]. Video continues to be the major application
generator for mobile data traffic growth, and it will account for 75 percent of global mobile
data traffic by 2020 [2][3]. How to satisfy the users' Quality of Experience (QoE) demand has
attracted more and more attention. QoE is a subjective measure of a customer’s experiences
with a service focuses on the entire service experience [4]. Network performance is one of the
factors that effects QoE levels, which depends on time delays and packet losses [5]. Many
reasons may cause packets loss, such as: moving, being obstructed and so on. Retransmission
packets can improve reliability of transmission. Reducing the retransmission times with
reliable transmission, by this way, the users’ QoE may increase [6][7]. Device-to-device
(D2D) communication is one of the key technologies in 5G which enables two nearby users to
communicate directly. It can increase spectral efficiency and energy efficiency, help offload
traffic from cellular networks, and reduce transmission delay [8]. So, D2D communication is a
good choice to transmit video data stream.
The dynamic opportunistic device-to-device (DO-D2D) network is described by the
characteristic of sparse network deployment, probabilistic node mobility and interruptible
wireless links [9], which will cause instantaneously poor channel quality and increase the
retransmission probability of packets. It is proved that network coding (NC) can be efficient
for providing improved performance with respect to the reduction of retransmission delay
[10][11]. Besides, the instantly decodable network coding (IDNC) has attracted a considerable
amount of research in rencent years, which can provide instantaneously decoding of packets in
receivers. Meanwhile, it is proved IDNC shows a propriety of great interest for real-time
applications, which also can efficiently reduce the packets retransmission times in erasure
network [12][13].
The reference [14] studied the dynamic D2D network with heterogeneous radio access. A
new heterogeneous radio access network (RAN) architecture is proposed and by borrowing
resources from D2D communication based mobile devices in a cloudlet to provide faster
computing and lower latency for end-user devices. The works in [15] showed that how to find
the optimal IDNC schedule for minimizing the overall completion time in point to multi-point
(PMP) network, and proved it is computationally intractable due to the curse of dimensionality
of dynamic programming. The authors in [16] proposed a local graph formulation that models
the encoding step in partially connected systems. From the references, we know that in the
D2D system it is also a NP-hard problem to find the minimum delay, and it is an intractable
problem to find the transmission devices to minimize the total completion time.
However, erasure network and heterogeneous devices make it even more difficult to satisfy
the users’ QoE demands, because each device has different specifications and requires
different stream data [17]. In addition, the existing indifference data processing retransmission
scheme treats all terminals equally, which will cause the low-computing terminals have to face
high waiting delay. How to satisfy the QoE demands of the medium and heterogeneous
computing capacity terminals while minimizing the waiting delay of low-computing terminals
is still a problem worth to study. In order to tackle this issue, we can exploit the advantages of
scalable video coding (SVC) which can perfectly satisfy these different necessities [18]. SVC
divides the data into different hierarchical order layers, and the decoding of high-level layer
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depending on the lower layers. Users can request a different number of layers based on their
own requirements [19][20].
In this paper, we study how to reduce the retransmission times of packets while satisfying
different demands of heterogeneous devices in DO-D2D network. The transmitter (e.g., a
base-station (BS) or a device) wants to broadcast a set of N source packets, which employs
SVC to divide the data into several layers of different clarity. In an initial phase, the BS
broadcasts the packets one after the other. Due to the erasure nature of the wireless medium,
the diversity of received/lost packets is presented between receivers. Then, in the recovery
phase, the transmitter (one or more devices) sends XOR-encoded packets to target multiple
receivers. This phase is repeated until all devices successfully receive all wanted packets. In
this recovery phase, we utilize D2D communication to retransmit packets. Devices can
exchange their received packets with the neighbor devices which locate in their transmission
range. Firstly, a heuristic transmission devices selection algorithm is proposed to select some
concurrent transmitting devices as transmitters in one slot. Next, in order to select
transmission packets combination for each transmitter, a layer cooperation IDNC algorithm is
presented. These selected packets are coded with NC by each transmitter and then broadcasted
to the devices which are in the transmission range of transmitters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts the system model and states
the problem we want to solve. The heuristic transmission devices selecting algorithm and the
improved algorithm of the case that all the devices want the same number of packets are
presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we propose the layer cooperation IDNC algorithm to
tackle different users’ demands of heterogeneous devices and give a detailed introduction of
constructing window to ensure the priority of base-layer successfully received by all users.
Analysis of simulation and experimental results are described in Section 5. Finally, section 6
concludes the works we have done in this paper.

2. System Analysis
In this study, we consider a DO-D2D network consisting of M (M={D1 , … , DM}) devices.
The BS has N (N={P1, …, PN}) source packets need to be broadcasted. Due to the
heterogeneous computing capacity of devices, they request different qualities of videos.
However, a wanted packet by one device may unwanted by its neighbors. By using SVC, the N
source packets are divided into l (L1 , L2 , … , Ll) layers, and each layer contains one or more
packets. With the increasing number of received decoding video layers at each device, the
video quality is gradually improving. And the number of video layers that each device requires
depends on its decoding capability.
The meeting-probability between nodes is uncertain since the randomized moving
directions and different moving speeds. However, any two devices can communicate with
each other by one-hop or multi-hop. In the period (t, t+Δt), we assume that the network
topology is unchanged. So the connected matrix of devices is assumed to be invariant in period
(t, t+Δt) and updated at intervals Δt.
In the initial BS broadcast phase, all the devices listen the transmitted packets. Since the
erasure nature of channel, three sets may be fed back to BS:
The Has set Hi is defined as the set of packets successfully received by device i (denoted by
Di);
The Lost and Not-Want set LNWi is the set of packets which is not successfully received
by Di, but don’t want to receive;
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The Lost and Want set LWi is the set of packets that Di has not yet received, but want to
receive.
After each transmission, BS will receive feedbacks from devices and update the M×N
feedback matrix F=[fi,j]. The feedback matrix is shown in formula (1):

(1)

Where Pj denotes the packet j. After the first BS broadcast phase, we assume an arbitrary
packet can be found at least in one device. And next , by using the matrix F, the transmitters
can be selected from the M devices. In each transmission, the transmitters encode some of the
packets together using linear coefficients from Fq Galois field. When the total number of ‘1’ in
row i of matrix F is zero that means Di has successfully received all the packets it needs. The
details will be stated in section 3. The system model is illustrated in Fig. 1, in the first phase,
BS broadcasts all the packets to devices. Since the channel’s erasure nature, some devices
haven’t successfully received their wanted packets during the first phase, and they will request
the lost packets from other devices. In the second retransmission phase, one or more devices
are selected as the transmitter to process a D2D communication for exchange packets. For
example, in Fig. 1, we select D2 and D6 as the transmitters.

Fig. 1. The system model

In addition, we assume that we have obtained the demand table of all the devices. For
example, the demand table is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The required layers for each device

L1
D1
D2
D3
D4

P1
1
1
1
1

P2
1
1
1
1

L2
P3
1
1
1
1

P4
1
-1
1
1

L3
P5
1
-1
1
1

P6
-1
-1
1
-1

P7
-1
-1
1
-1
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There are three layers: L1 is the base layer, which has 3 packets; L2 and L3 are enhancement
layers. In this table, ‘1’ represents the device want to get this packet, and ‘-1’ represents does
not want to get, while ‘WDi’ represents the set of packets wanted by device i. And DW ={Di |
WDi ≠ Φ, i∈M} denotes a set of devices which have not successfully received all the wanted
packets. At each transmission, some of the devices are selected as transmitters. Then, at each
transmitter some of the packets will be chosen to perform network coding and will be
broadcasted. Our purpose is to minimize the total times that all the devices successfully
receive their wanted packets. Can we find the perfect transmission scheme?We first introduce
some related concepts of the hypergraph theory. A hypergraph HG is defined by a pair (VH ,
EH), where VH is the set of vertices, and EH is the set of hyperedges [21]. A hypergraph is
non-uniform if it has at least two edge types. A size-kH strong coloring of HG is a partition of
VH into kH subsets (S1 , S2 , … , SkH). In other words, every color appears at most once in every
hyperedge, i.e. Si ∩ej≤1, ∀ej ⊂EH [22].
kH
For our question, we let {x}ik=H1 be the set of packets corresponding to {s}i=
1 , each xi is a NC
scheme. LWm is the want packets set of receiver m, which corresponds to ej. So if Si ∩
LWm=1, ∀i∈{1, … , kH}, m∈{1, … , M}, we can enable every receivers to decode a want
packet at each transmission. This is a non-uniform hypergraph strong coloring problem.
Lemma 1 ([23]): A simple hypergraph HG (i.e. every two distinct edges have at most one
common vertex), and with minimum edge-cardinality n, and ∑ r1− e ≤ c n , for some absolute
e∈E

constant c>0, then HG is r-colorable.
Lemma 2 ([24]): Every strong kH -colorable hypergraph is a kH -colorable hypergraph, but
not vice-versa.
In conclusion, we showed that the problem of non-uniform hypergraph strong coloring
problem is NP-hard. So it is hard to find the transmitting packets combinations select strategy
to minimize the total number of retransmissions in the dynamic heterogeneous D2D network
with erasure channels.

3. Transmission Devices Selecting Strategy Design
During the second transmission phase, we use the D2D directly communication to retransmit
the lost packets. The coverage range between the transmitting devices may overlap, and the
devices in the overlapping range can monitor two or more transmitters at the same time called
the interfered devices. Like Fig. 2 shows, {D1 , D2} are selected as transmitters. {D3 , D4 , D5}
can receive packets from D1. D5 is an interfered device located in the overlapping region of
{D1 , D2}, and {D8 , D9 , D10, D11} are out of the transmitting range of {D1, D2}.
D11

D10
D6
D3

D1

D5

D2
D7

D4
D8

D9

Fig. 2. Classification of devices
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Both the interfered devices and devices which out of transmitting range cannot decode a
packet instantly in this transmission. Hence, the problem turns into how to maximize the
number of concurrent transmission devices and meanwhile minimize the number of interfered
devices.
In this section, we consider the case that all the devices want the same number of packets
and we propose the heuristic non-interference transmission devices selecting algorithm.Firstly,
we propose a transmitters-selecting algorithm depending on maximal weight of transmission
devices (DMWT), and the details are stated in section 3.1.
3.1 Transmitters-Selecting Algorithm
Aim to reduce the total time of all the devices successfully receiving the wanted packets, some
devices are selected as the transmitters, which can concurrently transmit packets to the devices
located in their transmission regions. We use K to store the selected transmission devices. C
denotes the adjacent matrix of devices and will be updated at interval Δt. How to select the
transmission devices, we firstly set a weight for each device, as formula (2) shows:
di

wi = H i × ∑ (1 − pij )

(2)

j =1

Where Hi  is the number of packets successfully received by device i, di is the degree of
connectivity of device i, and pij is the erasure probability of device i to device j.
At first, search the maximal weight device as the transmitter and put it in K. Then, find the
devices connected to the devices in K from matrix C, i.e. the devices located in the
transmission region of the transmitter in C, and put it in K′ as the first level connected devices.
By the same way, find the second level connected devices which are connected to the devices
in K′, and put it in K″. The devices in K″ cannot be selected as transmitters, otherwise they
will interfere the transmissions. The details will be stated in Example 1. Let D stores a set of
M devices, and Q = D - K - K′- K″ represents the candidate devices. These steps are
repeated until there is no candidate device. The details of this algorithm have shown in Fig. 3.
Algorithm 1. DMWT
Inputs:=
=
D M=
,Q D
, w 0,=
K =
K′ =
K ′′ ∅
Procedure:
while(Q ≠ ∅)
1:
di

2:

wi = H i × ∑ (1 − pij ), j ∈ devices which are connected to i

3:

K ← max{wi | i ∈ Q }

j =1

4:

K ′ ← the set of devices which are connected to the devices i n K

5:

K ′′ ← the set of devices which are connected to th e devices in K ′
Q = D − K − K ′ − K ′′

6:
7:

end while

Fig. 3. The procedure of DMWT algorithm
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Example 1:
We consider a network with 9 devices and 10 packets, and assume all the devices want the
10 packets. We assume they have the same erasure probability between either one of the
devices in this example. The adjacent matrix has shown in Table 2 and the feedback matrix
has stated in Table 3.
Table 2. The adjacent matrix between devices
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9
D1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

D2

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

D3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

D4

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

D5

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

D6

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

D7

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

D8

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

D9

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9

Table 3. The feedback matrix of devices
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

D8

D3

D7

D6

D5

D2

P10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

D1
D9

D4

Fig. 4. The connected graph according to Table 2

Step 1: The device with the maximal weight is D7 and put it in K. And we can find the first
level connected devices and the second level connected devices sequentially. So K ={D7},
K′={D1, D2, D5, D6}, K″={D3, D4, D5, D7}∪{D5, D6, D7}∪{D1, D2, D7}∪{D2, D7}={D1, D2,
D3, D4, D5, D6, D7}, Q = D -K′-K″={D8, D9}. Here, D7 is the transmitter, and {D1, D2, D5, D6}
are the receivers of D7. D3, D4 will not be selected as transmitters to concurrently transmit
packets with D7, that is to avoid interferring with the transmission of D7→ D1;
Step 2: After step 1, we obtain a sub-graph, which is constructed by the devices in Q and the
connect edge between them. Then, find the maximal weight device from the sub-graph, and
add it to the set K. Finally, update K′, K″, Q as step 1. Here, K ={D7, D8}, Q = {Φ};
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Step 3: If Q ≠{Φ}, return to the step 2. Repeat the previous steps until Q = {Φ}.
According to algorithm 1, the devices are divided into three categories: transmission
devices, receivers and out of range devices. This algorithm has an obvious deficiency: after
many times of retransmissions, most of devices have successfully received the wanted
package, but a few devices are still requesting packets, i.e. DW ≠{Φ}, and their locations are
maybe sparsely distributed. We use Rec denotes the sub-feedback matrix, of which the rows is
the receivers corresponding to the selected transmission devices in k . In this situation, all the
receivers covered by the transmission devices selected through algorithm 1 may have already
successfully received. However, there are some un-successfully received devices located out
of the transmitting range. Take Fig. 4 for example, we assume the only un-successfully
received device is D4, if select the transmitter according to the above algorithm, we can get the
transmitter D7, D8. So in this transmission, D4 cannot decode an useful packet. This
transmission is considered as invalid retransmission and increases the number of
retransmission times. Therefore, we propose an improved transmitters-selecting algorithm.
3.2 Improved Transmitters-Selecting Algorithm
Algorithm 2. DMDR
M ,Q =
0, K ====
0
Inputs: D =
D, wi =
K ′ K ′′ DW ∅, Rec =
Procedure:
1:
while(Q ≠ ∅)
di

2:

wi = H i × ∑ (1 − pij ), i ∈ Q
j =1

3:

K ← max{wi | i ∈ Q }

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

K ′ ← the set of devices which are connected to the devices in K
K ′′ ← the set of devices which are connected to the devices in K ′
Q = D − K − K ′ − K ′′
Rec ← the sub− feedback matrix
DW ← the devices failing to receive all the wanted packets

9:

if Rec ==0 and DW ≠ ∅
di

10 :

find the maximal weight device by : w′ = LWi × ∑ (1 − pij )

11:

find the set of conncting devices : Cw ′

12 :

find K in Cw ′ by wi = H i × ∑ (1 − pij ), and K ′、K ′′、Q as Algorithm 1

j =1

di

j =1

13 :
14 :

end if
end while

Fig. 5. The procedure of DMDR algorithm

When the above situation occurs, i.e. the number of elements in Rec which are equal to 1 is
zero and DW ≠{Φ}, and an improved algorithm based on algorithm 1 is proposed to tackle this
problem. The improved algorithm is jointly considering the maximal weitht of transmission
devices and the maximal delay of receivers, which is called DMDR Algorithm. The weight is
reset as formula (3), and then find the device with maximal weight. The device which has the
maximal weitht may need more times to complete received all the wanted packets. The overall
complete times of all devices depending on the device which need the most retransmission
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times. So, it’s better to give this device priority to be selected as receiver in this transmission.
Firstly, find the device with maximal weight. Secondly, find the devices connected to the
maximal weight device and store them in Cw′. Then, compute the weight of devices in Cw′ by
using the formula (2).
di

w′ = LWi × ∑ (1 − pij )

(3)

j =1

Hence, we design an improved transmission devices select algorithm as Fig. 5 shows.
13

9.5
DMWT-IDNC

DMWT-IDNC

12

DMDR-IDNC

9

DMDR-IDNC

11
8.5
10
8
9

The retransmission times

The retransmission times

7.5

7

6.5

6

8

7

6

5

5.5

4

5

3
10

20

30

(a) The number of devices

40

50

10

20

30

40

50

(b) The number of packets

Fig. 6. (a) Retransmission times versus the number of devices for a network of 20 packets; (b)
Retransmission times versus the number of packets with the network of 20 devices with average moving
speed: 8m/s, BS to device channel erasure probability: 0.15, connectivity:0.8

Then, we compare the DMWT algorithm with DMDR algorithm, and the simulation results
are illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The packets-selecting algorithm uses the IDNC algorithm
in this simulation, which is briefly introduced in section 4. Combine this two
transmitters-selecting algorithms with IDNC, and denote them as DMWT-IDNC and
DMDR-IDNC respectively. In Fig. 6, the connectivity is set to 0.8, with the number of devices
increase and packets increase, the two algorithms present approximately performance, the
DMDR-IDNC algorithm performs a little better than the DMWT-IDNC algorithm. However,
the performances of the two algorithms are affected by the factor of connectivity to some
extent as Fig. 7 shows. Fig. 7 illustrates that when there is a well conncetivity in the network
(>=0.6), DMWT-IDNC algorithm can perform much better than it in network with low
connectivity, which can reach a similar retransmission times with DMDR-IDNC algorithm. In
order to avoid interference between transmitters, with the increasing of connectivity, the
selected number of concurrent transmitting devices will decrease in one transmission, so the
total retransmission times will perform a little rise again after a fall. However, we can obtain
that the DMDR-IDNC algorithm performs a obviously better retransmission delay gain than
the DMWT-IDNC algorithm when the network with low or moderate connectivity (0.15 to
0.5), so in the following, we take the DMDR-IDNC to carry out a further analysis and denote it
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as DI algorithm.
11
DMWT-IDNC
DMDR-IDNC

10

9

The retransmission times

8

7

6

5

4

3
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

The connectivity of the network

Fig. 7. Comparring the Retransmission times of DMWT-IDNC algorithm with DMDR-IDNC algorithm
versus connectivity with a network of 20 packets, 20 devices, average moving speed: 8m/s, BS to device
channel erasure probability: 0.15

4. Transmission Packets Selecting Algorithm Design
4.1 Layer Cooperation IDNC Algorithm
In reference [25], the writers proposed the IDNC algorithm in PMP network. This algorithm
provides a novel network coding scheme to instantly decode for receivers. The IDNC graph
Gρ(Vρ,Eρ) can be illustrated from the feedback matrix. Vρ is the set of vertexes corresponding
to the elements not equal to’0’in feedback matrix. The two vertexes vij, vkl are connected if
they satisfy one of the two conditions, C1: j=l; C2: j∈Hk and l∈Hi.
Then search the maximal clique [26][27] from the IDNC graph to obtain the transmission
packets combination. Much more details are available in reference [25].
In this section, we consider the case that the heterogeneous computing capabilities of
devices require different number of layers. In order to find the transmission packets, we
propose a layer cooperation IDNC (LCID) algorithm. First, we construct the layer cooperation
IDNC Graph (GLC-IDNC (V, E )). Here, V is a set of vertices corresponding to the element in
feedback matrix which is equal to ‘1’. We assume the device as a receiver will not store the
i
unwanted received packets. We define vljp
∈V , of which i represents the transmitter i, j
represents one of the receivers in the transmission range of transmitter i, l represents the
i
wanted-layers of device j. Two vertices vljp
and vli′′j ′p′ are connected by an edge in graph GLC-IDNC
(V, E ) if they satisfy the following three conditions:
1) i = i′, this represents that the two different devices can directly communicate to the
same device;
2) l = l′, this represents that the devices want the same layer packets;
3) P=P′ or (P∈Hj′ & P′∈Hj). P=P′ represents different vertices lose the same packets;
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P∈Hj′ & P′∈Hj represent the packet one device wants is owed by the other devices.
Example 2:
We consider four devices and assume they were connected to each other, seven packets
which are separated to 3 layers as Table 1. And the layers required for each device also has
shown in Table 1, and the feedback matrix is presented as Table 4.
Table 4. Feedback matrix
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
D1 1
0
1
0
1 -1 -1
D2 0
1
0 -1 -1 -1 -1
D3 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
D4 0
1
1
0
1 -1 -1
From Table 4, we can easily select D3 as the transmitter. The vertices of GLC-IDNC (V, E ) is:
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
. And we can generate the edge by the three constrain conditions
v111
, v113
, v215
, v122
, v142
, v143
, v245
1)-3):
The first case of constraint condition 3):
1) i = i′
3
3
3
3
3
3
;
− v142
, v113
− v143
, v215
− v245
2) l = l ′ , we can find: v122
3) p = p′
The second case of constraint condition 3):
1) i = i′
3
3
3
, v113
,
v 3 − v122
− v122
2) l = l ′
, we can find: 111
.
3
3
v111 − v142
3) p ∈ H j ′ & p′ ∈ H j

So, the layer cooperation IDNC graph is as Fig. 8:
3
v111

3
v142

3
v122

3
v113

3
v245

3
v143

3
v215

Fig. 8. The layer cooperation IDNC graph

4.2 Expanded LCID Algorithm by Adding Window
Since all the devices need the base-layer packets, we constructed window to ensure the
transmission priority of L1 packets. We use matrix ‘Win-Base’ to store the feedback data of
receivers about the L1 layer packets. The size of this matrix is the number of receivers times
the number of packets of L1. Firstly, the window is initially set to Win-Base. Until the matrix
of Win-Base is equal to zero, i.e. all the receivers successfully received the packets of
base-layer, the window will expand to the enhancement layers, which is illustrated as Fig. 9.
We denote this expanding LCID algorithm as LCIDW.
WinBase

L1

Expanded window

L2, ...

Fig. 9. Adding window to layers
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5. Experimental Results and Analysis
In this simulation, we utilize the Random Waypoint Mobility model to build the mobile
opportunistic device-to-device network, the average speed of devices is set to 8(m/s), walk
time interval is set to [2 4](s), the pause time interval is set to [1 3] (s), and the direction is
selected from [-180 180](degree). The packets are divided into three layers. The first layer is
the base-layer which are wanted by all the devices, and the other two layers are enhancement
layers. Each device requires different layers of packets depending on its computing capability.
Since the device-to-device communication is more reliable than the BS broadcast
communications [28], the erasure probability Pb of BS is set to 2×Pd , where Pd is the erasure
probability of D2D communication [29].
6
PI-NL
1
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PLW-L
1

DI-NL
1

DLW-L

5

1

The retransmission times

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

2
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

The connectivity of the network

Fig. 10. Retransmission times versus connectivity for a network of 20 packets (in which the base-layer
is set to 10 packets), 20 devices, average moving speed: 8m/s, BS to device channel erasure probability:
0.15

In section 3, it has illustrated that the DMDR algorithm performs better than the DMWT
algorithm to select transmitters. So in the following we use the DMDR algorithm to conduct a
further analysis. And then find packets combition for each transmitter by using the IDNC
algorithm or our proposed LCIDW algorithm. By combining them with the DMDR algorithm
the two algorithms are respectively denoted as DI algorithm and DLW algorithm. In case 1, we
consider the packets are not layered. In case 2, the packets are divided into three layers, which
consists of a base-layer (i.e. L1) and two enhancement layers. For all devices, it is the basic
requirement to receive the base-layer packets. When the packets layered, we use the LCIDW
algorithm to give the priority to transmit the packets of the base-layer.
In Fig. 10, it illustrates the retransmission times of all the devices successfully receive the
base-layer packets under case 1 (Non-layered) and case 2 (layered). When the packets layered,
we use our proposed LCIDW algorithm to select packets for each transmitter. We compared
the traditional IDNC algorithm (denoted as PI-NL1, PLW-L1 corresponding to case 1 and case
2 respectively) with our proposed algorithm (denoted as DI-NL1, DLW-L1 corresponding to
case 1 and case 2 respectively). Here, DLW-L1 represents the retransmission times of the
base-layer (i.e. L1) packets successfully received by all the receivers by using the DMDR
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transmitters-selecting algorithm combined with the LCIDW packets-selecting algorithm
under case 2.
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0.4

b

Fig. 11. (a)Retransmission times versus erasure probability of BS broadcast channel for a network of 20
packets (in which the base-layer is set to 10 packets), 20 devices, connectivity: 0.6, average moving
speed: 8m/s; (b) is the ratio about DMDR-all and DMDR-L1 corresponding to (a)

In case 1, Fig. 10 depicts the curve of DI-NL1 is lower than the PI-NL1 when the network
owns a connectivity in the interval [0.15 0.53] and reach the maximal differentials when the
connectivity is 0.35. However, as Fig. 7, with the connectivity adding, the curve of DI-NL1 is
going descent firstly and then turns to rise, which is because with the adding of connectivity
the packets diffusion capability is enhanced at the beginning. However, when the connectivity
is very high, the number of transmitters that can be selected will decrease, which will cause the
total retransmission times to increase again.
Besides, from the curves of DI-NL1 and DLW-L1, we see that the DLW algorithm can
obtain much less retransmission times than the DI algorithm to ensure the base-layer packets
successfully received by all devices regardless of poor or well network connectivity. In
addition, DLW performs fewer retransmission times than the PLW algorithm when in case 2
with the connectivity in the interval [0.15 0.5].
Fig. 11. (a) compares the retransmission times of layered and non-layered by using the
DMDR algorithm. DLW-NL1 and DLW-A represent the retransmission times that all the
devices successfully receive the base-layer packets and the whole layers packets respectively.
We can see that the value of DLW-L1 is lower than the other three curves with the increasing
of erasure probability.
Fig. 11. (b) can further illustrates the benefits of LCIDW algorithm to select packets
combination. The ‘Ratio-DMDR-all’ is the radio of DLW-A to DI-NA, and the
‘Ratio-DMDR-L1’ is the ratio of DI-NL1 to DLW-L1. From Fig. 11. (b) we can conclude that
although the DLW algorithm will cause a small scale increase of the total completion decoding
times, the times of decoding the base-layer packets by all the devices is reduced drastically, so
the advantage outdos the disadvantage a lot.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on the packets retransmission delay problem of heterogeneous devices
in DO-D2D networks. The results of the simulation demonstrate that the proposed DMDR-TS
algorithm outperforms the DMWT-TS algorithm in choosing the transmission devices to
reduce the retransmission times. Besides, the layer cooperation IDNC algorithm shows it can
ensure the base-layer packets successfully received by a higher priority and satisfy the
different demands of users with heterogeneous devices. The proposed DMDR-LCIDW
algorithm performs better than the traditional PMP-IDNC algorithm for minimizing the
packets retransmission times especially in the poor connected and high channel erasure
probability network. And how to minimize the retransmission times in the multi-hop relay
network also deserves further study.
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